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I. 
- "Shatroihi-i-Airan," or " The Cities of Iran," is the name of an 01& 
P-&hlavitreati'se, lately published for the first time, with some oth~r 
Pahl&vi . treatises by the late lamented Dastnr Dr. Jamaspji 
Minoobeherji. The book purports to give the names of the founders 
of Sonle of the known cities of Western and Central Asia, that 
ha.d, at 011e time or another, passed into the hands of the ancient 
}?ersians·. It has not been hitherto translated in any language.l 
The object of this paper is to identify - these cities, and to give 8 few 
pOints ,of geographical and historical importance about them, u 
presehte~. by: this treatise. 
L This treatise seems tQ have been written s' long. time 'after the 
Yahomedan conquest of Persia. In. the Pahlavi Bundehesh,I, tbG 
~ountry of Syria is spoken of as Suristan (,..\WJtO) , i. B., the 
count.ry of Suria or Syria, just asOabulistan is the country of Cablll. 
It is spoken of, as· the country, from which the Frat 'or the Euphrates 
runs. Sbam is the nanle given to Syria by Mahomedan writers. Ac ... 
cording to M~oudi,3 Syria was called Sham rt:. because -it is situated 
on the l~ft (chimaZ) of Kaabah; and 'Yemen was so called, because 
it is sitUated on the _right (Y4lmin) of Kaabab. The king' of Yemen-. 
. -
. . . 
t 
: 1 The late lamented Dr. D~rJlle,3teter has translated two passages in his 
~~ Tex~8 :Pehlvi~ rel~ti~.~Q.Iu,daism,," ,(Revue des Etudes Salves, T. XVUI.) 
Deuxi~me Parlie, p. '1 • 
.. :;2 J ~8tij p. 6 J, 1. 1,. _ S. B., ~ V., Cb. XX., 10. Vide my BUlldehelh, p. 91-. 
a Ha<;otldi; traduit par B. De Heynard, Vol. lII.~~p. 139. 
, 
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(Arabia Felix) is spoken of in the Pahlavi books as tdzikdn maleT,t 
.,j, "1'O'~ or " tazikl1n shah" .aoo "1'0'", i. e., the king of the Arabs. 
But in th'ts t~atise, these countrie~ are known, not by their old names of 
Sflristan and "the country of the Taziks,1' but by their later names 
of Sh3ffi anQ. Yemen. _ This fact then she,vs-, that it was written after 
the time of<~lahomed, when these new _ names came into use. In 
,vhat is called, the Iranian or, the grand Bundehesh, the name Shan1 does 
occur once (S. B. E., y.ol. XLVII., p. 151,11. -3), but the word seems to 
have been miswritten fo~r Ami, which is found in the later copies. That 
it is a mistake of the last re\?isillg Editor, appears from the fact, that, 
lie 'says; that : the --land of Surak' was caned Shanl. Now the land of 
Surak, fronl which the river Arag is represented as flowing, is 
evidently the country of Sogdiana and not Syria. Nevertheless, the 
~a(}t l"emains, -that, though there is a mistake in th-e identification, yet 
the- name" Sham " was known to the revising Editor of the Bundehesh. 
But, in that case, we must remenlber, that the revising Editor seems to 
have done his work, as late as the end of the ninth century.2 So, it 
is possible, that the Pahlavi wr:ters began _ to use the name in the 
ninth cntury .. That probably is the date of our treatise. 
-, Again,. we find_ in no other Pahlavi work, the name of Africa, 
which is here called "F3rika."· Many Persian \vriters even, when 
they spoke -of Africa, spok~ of it, as the country of the Magreb, or the 
West. Just as at predent, the European nations speak. of 
rurl,ey and the adjoil1ing countries, .as the East, and of China 
J,\ud Japan, as the }1"urther East, so, the ancient Asiatic authors spoke 
of .t\.frica-of cours_c, by Africa, they understood only Egypt and 
the northern portion of Africa, with which they had COflle into contact-
~s, the Magl'eb, or the country of the vVest. The cou n try of Egypt is 
spoken of in some Pahlavi hooks as :A1isr, but the term Airica is 
not used at all. Therefore, the u~e of this name in our book, also 
points to its later origin, at a time when the name Africa began to be 
used more comJnonly in Persia, after the l\iaIH)medan conquest. It 
is noteworthy, that amollg the plac€s mentioned in our books, the nanle 
Qf Egypt or Misr id conspicuous by its absence, though the countrJ 
: 1 Dinliard. 1.'chmul'asts MS. extra leaves after p.308. S. B. E., Vol.XXXVII., 
p, 28. Bl\. YIII., Ch. XIII., 9. Bina-i·Farvardin Yum-i-Khurdad-Dastur' 
Jamaspji's Edition, p. 103, s. 14 • 
• - So. ~. E., Vol. V. West. Bundehesh Introduction, p. 43. Vide Uly Bunde. 
hesh Introduction, pp. 18~19. 
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was; at one tinle, 'ruled over, by 'the, ancient Persians; 'S()f it 'sppe3rs, 
that by the name FSl'ika or Afriea, which later~y became conrnlon in 
persia, our author meant the coun..try of Egypt. . Ac,cordihg to 
Ma<;oudi, the cQuntry had derived its name fr.om . .one Afrike, 80~1 o~ 
Abrahah (,..,.1~ f f.!I~ u~.J I), who had founded it.. 
Th~re is .one- .other city, an allusion to- wh:eh in ,the- book, p.oints to 
the fact, that the bOGk could not have been written, .or at least finishetl:, 
earlier than the beginning .of the ninth century, .or the end .of the eighth 
century. It is. the town. of Bag~la.d. Its foundatiQn is attributed. to 
one AbGn J:lfar, ,vho was alsQ called Abou Davanik-. This pers.onage 
was the Khalif Abou J aff~r ~lansour, who had, aGcording~ to, Ebn 
Haukal1! built the .. celebrated. city since the introduc~ion of Isl:1m. 
This is. the .only town. ill. the list of the cities of this book, the foundation 
of ~hjch is attributed to.a. Maholuedan ruler. Our book give£; Abou 
Davilnik, as the other name of this prince, and it is con finned by Tabari 
(Zotenberg IV, p. 324),_ according ~o WhOlll, his whole nanlC was ALou 
Dja'far ~Ian~our Abou't IJawanlq. Now this prince began. to rergn in 
Hijri 136 (A. D. 75,*), and built the town of Bagdad in Hijri 145 
(A. D. 763). This shows, then; tha~ the book must h.ave;' been 
written at the end of. the eighth century or: in the .. ninth century. 
11: 
Altogether 111 cities are referred to in this treatise. Out of this 
number, 52 are enumerated with· the nttmes.:of the fotin.ders otl1l10St of 
tllem. With.· few ex.ceptions, these cities are grouped in large divisions. 
The first three divisions arc separa,ted by the cotnmon use. of the words 
" In the direction of" (pavan /';08te) o • 
The first· group is- that of the cities of Khorasan, which is considered 
to be a very large province. As K'inneir says, "The vast province of 
Khorassan- has for its boundaries- the Oxus and countl~y of Bult{b, to 
the N. E. and El, Oabul and Seistan to the So, and to the 'V. the 
pl'ovince-s of Irak, Asterabad, and· Dahestan."2 The- cities nlentioned 
as those belonging to Khorasan are 170 They are the following:--':' 
Samarcand, a city in Bal~h,3 Khvarzem, Mar.uv.-rud, .. }feruv (~fel"v), 
Harai (Herat), Pushen (Pusheng), Tus (}Iashad) Nio-Shapuhar (Nis-
barur), Kain, Dllhistan, KOlllis; and five cities beating' the naDle of 
Khusrui. 
1 Ousley's Oriental Geography, p. 66. 
t A Geographical MelTIoir 'of the ,Persian-.Elnpire, by Kinneir, p. 169. 
S 'fhe Pahlavi name ca,n,be t.~keu,as.that of Bokh~r~ also. 
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. Tb,,· second group is that of the cities in the' direction of I{hur'" 
baran~ i. e., KhAvar (Pavan. kostr-i-Khurbaran). Khuvar is the name 
of a diStrict in Khorasu.ll. But the very first name in ihis groupl 
.;:.,. Ctesiphooy. shows that it is not the, district of that name, that is 
mentioned here. He:re, the word is used as a COlnmom noun in the 






Hairat or Hirat (Bira). 
Hamdan. 
One city in M tth in the- direction or N ehilvand and in the district 
of Vahrfun-avand. 
Twenty eities in the country of PadashkvHrgar (the mountain 
district on the- south of the Caspian, including the pro-vinces of 
Tabaristan, Mflzandaran, and GheUn). 
Mosul. 
Nine cities in Jaz.eereh (~IeiOpotamia). 
Twenty-four cities in the land {)of Syria, Africa, CuJa, Mecca, 
and Medineb. 
The third group of cities is that of Nimruz or Seistan. As Sir F. J. 
Goldsmid says, "" 1* is somewhat embarrassing at the present day, to 
define the linlits of the pro.vince o.f Sistan. We may suppose two 
territories t one compact and concentrated, which may be termed 
, Sista..tl Proper,' the other detached and irregular, which may be terrned 
.' Outer Sistan.'" 1 
The following are- the cities of Seistall ;-
Cavul (Cabul), Ravad (Rebat), Bost, Fariav (Pariah), Zavnlastan, 
aDd Zarang (Do08hak). 
1 " J.ourney from Bunder Abbas to Meshed by Sistan," by" Sir F. J. Goldsmld. 
Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society, Vol. XXII., p. 88. 
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- The fourth group is that of the towns of Kirn'an and Pars. It 
contains the following towns :.-
Kerwan,Veh Artashir, Stakhar (Istakbar or PersepoJis), Daral>-
gird Bear ShUaz, Vi&h-Shapuhar, Artashir Gadman or 
Firouzabid,. and Touj. 
The fifth group forms the to.wns of Kbuzistan,. which are the 
following :-
Oharmaz.d-Arlashir- or AhwAz, Ram Oharmazd, Shus, Shuster, 
V a.n.du-i-Sbapubar, Airan-kird-Shapuhar, Nahar 1'il·ak, 
SimIan,. Kharaya.st,_Askar (Askar~1011karram), Veh (Hey), 
G~ (Ispahun), Khajran (KazeToml),. Ad~ln, and KaJ'd. 
The sixth and the- last group contains iowns, which canltOt be 
ascribed to any one province. They belong to difierent pr()vinces in 
different directions. They are the- following-::-
A A 
Ashka-r (2nd), Ataropiital{3.n (Adarbaijan), Ninay (N in ev eh) , 
Ganjeh, Amui (Amul), ~d Bagdad. 
Ill. 
We will now speak &f the cities in detail .. 
Samarcand.-Our Pahlal"i book attributes the foundation of 
SamaIcand to Koos of KobQd 0.f the- K,anisll dynasty of PerMB, aDd its 
completion to his SOil, Siavakhsh. Ta.DQri say~, that San1arc311d was 
founded in the reign of Koood, but be attributes its foundation to one 
Samar (Schamar), a general of Tobba abou-Karib, a king- of Yemen) 
1vI~oudi also attributes its foundatioD to Samar.2 TabaYt, later on, 
says, that Alexander the Great founded it. When oriental wliters 
speak of the foundation of a city,. we mn8t not always "nderstand by 
that term, its original foundation, but its being rebuilt err dec-orated or 
enlarged. Edrisi says this more- clearly: ,~ Sanmrcande doit sa 
fondation an Toba-eJ-Akbar3 (roi de l' Arabie Heureuse), et 6eS pro-
gres a Dhoul-Carnein (Alexandre le Grand)."~ 
The Shah-nameh throws no further ]i~bt on the question of the 
foundation of Samarcand. "Tha.t we learn fJ'onl this book, is Dlerely 
this, that at one tilne, it belonged to the Persians, that lstrterly A frusiab, 
the Turanian, had taken it away from their hands, and that in a.ccord ... 
1 1~abari par Zotenberg 11., pp. 31, 32, 167. 
2 MaQoudt par Bar bier de Meynard I., p. 352. 
8 He is the same as the Tobba abou-Karir. of Tabari, the master of Bamsr. 
4 Geopraphie d'Edrisi, par Jnubert, If., p. 198. 
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anee with one of the terms of peace' made with Siasalthsli, t.he' son' of 
Kaus, it went back into the hands of the Persians.! It appears theut 
that' Kaus must ha~e begun building it, when 'it, WftS captured by 
afrasiab, and that Siavakhsh finished it, on regaining it,. according to 
the terms of llcace. Thf)ugh 'l"abari, Mac;.oudi, Edrisi, and J1'irdousi 
do not directlf support, our Pahlavi book in, its statement, that I(i\us 
founded it, other orienial ,vriters do. "Samarkand remonte a la plus 
~aute 811tiquite .. Les annales de l'Orie.ut musulnlan en rapP?rtent la 
fondation sons I~ nom de Sogdo (d"'ou Sogdiane) a. r epoque hero'iqu6 
de l'histoire persane, en l'attribuant au Keianide Kei-Kaous fils de 
KeI~Koubad.~ 
There is one statement abou.,t Samarcand in. this new tJe.atise, which 
throws. some light upon the IQcality of one of the two celebrated 
libraries of' ancient Persia. 
\Ve find, what Dr. West calls, "The Traditional History of. the 
Z~roa8trian Scriptures I' in several Pahalavi books.8 According to 
that history, when Zoroaster revealed his 'new 'religion, K'ai' Visht;lsp, 
the then l1ul£r of Persia, asked hinl to write down the sCl'iptures. The 
king ordered, that the original be kept in the treasnry of Shapig'an or 
S'haspig~ln,· slid· that an· authentic ~opy be deposited in Dazh-i-N apisht, 
i.e., the castle of written documents. Thus', two gr.eat libraries were 
established, the one of Shapigan, aild the other of Dazh-i-N apisht. 
On the invaSion of Persia. by Alexan.der the Great, who, en account of 
the . deva-sta-tions that he committed, is ternled ,. the evil-destined 
villain" ~n'tl1r ... i-dnsh-gad1}tan) alid "the" cursed (gazasltte) Alexiedar /' 
the latter was destroyed by fire by his firoops. 
The books in the library, attached to the treasury of Shapigan, fell 
into the hands of the Arumans, i.e., the Greeks of those provinces, 
which latterly formed' a part of the Eastern Empi-re of the Romans, 
llnd they 'v ere translated into Greek. Our Pahravi book also refers 
1 Mohl. 11., p. 272,11. 9.!3·24:. The ruins of Afr~8iab are still pointed out 
to travellers at Sam-arcand. "Through the Heart of Asia," by Bonvalot, 
(Vot Jr., pp. 7, 31.) 
2 Nouvean Dictionnaire de Geographie Universelle (1892). Yiae the word 
Bamarkand., 
a Dinkard Bk. II~.,. Hang's Introduction t.o the Zend Pahlavi Glossa.ry of 
Dastur Dr. Hoshangji, pp. xxxi.-xxxviii. West's Din~ardJ S. B. E., Vol. xxxvii., 
pp. xxx.-xxxi., pp. 4112.413. Ardai VirAl NAmeb, ch'lp. I.~ 1-15. Vide Tanaar'g 
.letter to the King of'Taba'ristan, Journal Asiatique, Neuvieme Sede Tome Ill. 
(March, April, May, June, 189")~p. olq •. 
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to this traditional history in a few words. It says that the foun'dation 
of the city of Samarcand, which is situated in the province of Khorasan 
(or the Eastern districts), was laid by king Kaus of Kobad, and that 
the city was completed by his son Sia;vakhsh. . Kaikhosru, the son of 
Siavakhsh, was born there, and he had' built therein a glorious fire-
temple. The boc>k then proceeds to say: 
" In the end, Zoroaster ·brought the religi'On and by the order of king 
Vishtasp wrote l,200 ' l)argards' (chapters) of religious writings on 
golden tablets 8~d deposited them in the treasury of that Fire-temple. 
At last the accursed Sikandar (A1exfluder) burnt and threw into the 
river the (collection of the) religious writings (Dinkard) or seven 
ltings." (Vide Iny Aiyadgar-i-Zoriran, &c., p. 55.) 
. T bis pa.ssage, 'not only repeats, what is already said in the above:. 
named. Pahlavi 'works about the early part of the traditional hisk>ry 
of the Zoroastrian scriptures, but says something more. It says, that 
the writingd burnt by Alexander were not on 1y those of Zoroaster 
aTone, but also the religious lit.erature collected by seven kings.1 
. Now, 1vhere were the two libraries of the Zoroastrian books situated 1 
The one-. of the .Dazh-i-Napisht, which was burnt by Alexander, 
w~as . situated, according to the ,Dinkard, in the country of Iran 
(Airt1n Shutra. 'l'he Zend Pahlavi Glossary, XXXII.). It appears 
from the Ardai Viraf-Nan1eh (ch. I., 4), that the city of Iran, in 
'"fbich it was situated, was Stilkhar-i-Papakan, i. e., Istakhar or 
Persepolis of Ardesir Babegan. As to the second library, viz., tha, 
of Shaspigan, its situation has not been as yet settled. Dr. Haug2 
1 Though the number of kings mentioned here is seven, we find later on 
that the names of eight kings are enuDlerated. They are Jam (JamAhed) 
Azidabaka (Zo'lak), Feridun, Minocheher, Kans, Kai Khosru, Lohrasp, and 
Vishtasp. The reason, why, though etght kings a,re enumerated, the religions 
writings (Dinkal'd) of only seven kings are said to have been collected, is, 
that the King Azi<iahak or Z()hak is not taken into consideration. The names 
of the prominent kings of Iran, commencing from Jamshed, are, mentioned 
one by one, and AzidabAk's name is also mentioned as that of a prominent 
king, but he was a'n irreligious monarch, and so, as such, could not have Written 
or collected any religious works. The fact, that AzidahAk is not considered by 
the author to have been a monarch, who contributed anything to the collection 
of reJigious writings in the library attachad to the fire-temple in Samarcand, 
is clear from the fact, that, while we filld in the text, the words' zak·i' (that 
of,i.e., the khuddi Of, sovereignty of), repeated before all the monarchs, we do 
not find them repeated before the name of AlidabAka. . j 
2 Zalld Fahlavi ~lossal'y of Dastur ~~8h~ngji, Introducti9Dt p. XXXVI. 11.2. 
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_thought, that Shaspigan "was, perhaps, the name of the fort at 
Pasargadre where eyrus was buried." But out' book seems to. settle 
the qu~stion, and says, that the other library \vas at Samarcand. It 
was attached to. the great fire-temple o.f that city, founded originally by 
king I{aikhosru. Samarcand, though, now and then, under the terri. 
tories belonging to Iran, was not, strictly speaking, a city of Iran 
(Iriin ~hatra),- as' Istakhar was. It was, now and then, a Tur;lnian 
city. Hence, it is, that the library of Dazh-i -N apisht is specially 
spoken of, as situated in the city of Iran, as distinguished from the 
library of Sbaspigan, situated in Samarcand, which was more a, 
Turanian city tha.n an Iranian one. 
But, there is one difficulty. presented by our text, which' would 
-prevent us from settling the question, that the ShasI)igan l~ibrary 
was situated in Samarcand. It is this, that onr text says of the 
Samarcand Library also t that it was burnt by Alexander, and not only 
that, but that its contents were thrown into the river. As a matter 
of fact, we know that the Shaspigan Library was not immediately 
burnt by .Alexander, but that most of its books were translated by 
the Greeks into their own language, and that it was sonIC of these 
translations, that Tansar or Taosar made use of, in reviving the 
ancient literature of Iran in the reign of Ardesir Babegan.1 I think, 
that· the writer of our Pahlavi treatise has committed a mistake in 
saying, that the, library of Samarcand was burnt by Alexander. 
The mistake seems to me to have arisen from the fact of mistaldng 
one pla.ce for another, their names being identical. "Ve have 
seen, that the library burnt was that of ,Dazh-i-Napisht, situated in 
Istakhar. Now, it appears from Ebn Haukal's Oriental Goography,2 
tha,t there is near Samarcahd also, a district of the name of Istakhar, 
and tha.t there is also a river of tbat name passing from the 
distrkt. This identity of the names of two places, seelHS to 
have led the auth~r of the Pahlavi treatise, into the mistake of 
Saying, that the lib!ary of Samarcand was burnt by Alexander, 
and ntOt ~nly that, but that its contents were thrown into the river. 
The statement in the older books of the Dinkard and the Viraf .. 
Name b., that the library (of Dazh-i-Napisht) at Istakhar was burnt 
J Vile my papel" on "The .A.ntiqu.ity or the Ave8ta," in the Jou.rnal of the 
Bombay Branell Royal Asiatic Booiety, Vol. XIX., .No. 52. -Vide above 
pp. 111-136. 
: • ,Sir Wm. 0!lsley's Ol"ienta,lQf}Ography ofEbn H;aukal, pp.2i5-256.. . 
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by Alexander, seems to have led the author to the nlistake of taking 
oue Istakhar tor another, the Istakhar of Pa!8 for the Istakhar of 
Salnarcand. 'rhus then, our treatise seems to settle the qnestio~ of 
the locality of the library of Shaspigan, t.he second library of Iran. 
Balkh or Bokhara·-The seeond €ity of I{borasan, refeJlred to 
in our treatise, is Bftkhar-i-Namik ("f' ,~). It is the beautifnI 
B:lkhdhi (Bi1.khdh£1n Srirllln) of the Velldidad. (1, 7), spoken of,. as 
13akhar-i-N yak (it-J j.t.()'J) in tIle Pahlavi translation. This Bikhar or 
Bakhal of the Pahlavi Vendidfid, is identified by some with Balkh, aI\~ 
by others with BokhfU"a. One 11lanuscript of the Pahlavi Vendidful in 
my possession, identifies the Bakhdhi of the A vesta with both Balkh 
and Bokhara (1l" ... t~ oM!> Balkh Bokhura nyOk). Now, if we take 
this city to. be Balkh, :Ma~oudi speaks of it, as li-~ 1 ~~. i.e., the 
beautiful Balkh 1, which epitthet corresponds to the Sriralll ('Mj~j.» 
i. e., the beautiful) or the Avesta. 
C'on1ing to the- name of its founder, we find, th3t our bo@k attributes 
the foundation of a place ca-lled N oVilzak in this city to Asfandiftr, the 
son of King' Gushtasp. No other orienta.l work connects the name ot 
Asfandi~lr ,yith 13alkh. ~Iac;ondi, Yakou t 2 and l\Iirkhond 3 attribute 
the foundation of Balkh to Lohrasp, the· grandfather of Asfandiar. 
Lohrftsp ,vas therefore c~ned Balkhi by sonle. According to the same 
historians, some attribute its foundation to· Kayoll1ars, some- to I(aus, 
and some to Alexander the G·reat. According t~ Kinnei'r s·ome. 
oriental ,Yriters attribute it to Taimuras.' 
According to 'l'abari5, Lohrasp built there a residence, which he 
called Housna (('\M~A.). This is the AJ Hasna (l:i...:JI') of ~Ia~oudi, 
above r~ferred. to. Cazvini attributes its foundation to I(aiomars. 6-
1 l\'Ia~oudi par B. de Meynard 1'1., p. 121. 
111 Dictionnaire de la Perse, par B. de M eynard, p. 112 .. 
S Shea's Mirkhond, p.59. Munshi Naval Kishore·s Lucknow Edition ~f 
,187 -1, Vol. I., p. 150. 
..::. .... 1 'I ~  t.i.~ ...-I..,ttl I) e~ ,S' o),.ij f ..r. t ~ ) (j ... u~ I j I ~.zi 
~ Kinneir's Persian Empire, p. 187. The Nov~zak, referred to here, may be 
the Nuw~zi (Fire-temple) of the coins. (Numismatic Illustrations of the Sa&-
sanians, by E. ThomaR, p. 17.) 
5 Tabari, par Zotenberg I., p. 491. 0 Ousley's Travels 11., p. 8'12. 
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Asfandicir is callad Nizehvar (i. e., a good lancer) in the Ah-ins 
(l"'~.f .. tJ.... .~" ~ ~"~ftl"I)' Our work explains, why this epithet 
was applied to him. It says, that he pointed his lance to king i\rjAsp 
and his accomplices (Yasht,IX. 30,31), saying, that if tbey would not 
respect the new religion of Zoroaster, he would punish them with his 
lance. 
Kha,1't~em.-1'he fonndation of I{hilrzem is attributed to the Resb 
of the \-r ahondgan, i.e., to the chief of the Jews. rThe Pahlavi wOl'd 
.",\)"H ig the Hebrew U5~, Arabic ..;.~) i.e., the chief. 'Ye find this 
WOH1 in many Hebrew 'words denoting the titles of .Jewish chiefs, e.g., 
ltesh ~IfJtibta, i.e., the chief of the Session, Resh Kalla (professor), 
Resh Galutha, i.e., the chief of the Exiles.2 At time~, it was also used 
,vith the proper names of Jewish dignital·ies. For example, Silneon 
Ben Lakish, a Jewish dignit~n~y, was known as Resh Lakish. Of aU 
these Reshes or chiefs, the rank of Hesh Galut.ha ~r""S~ 'tt'~, i.e., 
the Exilarch, or the chief of the Exiles, \yaS considel'ed to Le the 
highest. According to Alhiruni, "the bead of the exiles, who ball been 
banidhed fronl their llomes in Jerusalem, is the master of every Jew in 
the world; the ruler whom they obey in all countries, whose ordel' is 
carried out uudel' most circumstances." 3.. • Re "must of lleces-
sity be one of the descendents of David ; an offspring of nnother fanlily 
,vould not be fit for this offic~." 4 In another part of ou r book, the 
chiet (Resh Galutha) is called Yahoudgan Shah, i.e., the King of the 
Jews, because in the court of some of theSassauian kings ()£ Persia, he 
enjoyed royal honoul·s. SOllle of these chiefs were the favourites of 
Persian kings and had founded separate colonies of tbeil' cO-l'eligionists 
in Persia. 'Vhen our text speaks of the foulldation of Kharzem by 
the Chief of the J ew~, we must \lnderstand by it, the foundation of a 
Jewish colony there, because, "re know £l'oln the Avesta,5 that tlle town 
existed long befol'e the Sassanian tinH}s. . 
1 The correct form is ~ .. 1., vide section 47 of the text .. l'ide my Aiy~dg~r .. i. 
2.arirAn, 8hatroiha-i- AirAn and Afdya va Sahigih~-~-Sistan, p. 10 i. 
S History of ·the Jews, by Graetz, Vol. IL, p. 554. 
, 3 The Chronolog] of Ancient Nations, by A'lbiruni. Translat.ed by Dr. Sac .. 
:bau, p. 19. ! Ibid, p. 68. 
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Three otoer Jt,:-wish colonies are referred ttO ill this treatise, as found-
-Qd by the Jews, or Inore particularly hy Sbishin-liokht., the daughter 
of one Resh Ga.l\ltha, the killg of the Jews, and the wife of I"" ezdagard 
~f Shipuhar, ,'.te., Yezdagard l., the sou of Shiipur II[, 
According to ~"irdousi., Y'€zd~gard I. was th-e s()n of Shapur 11 r. 
Tabal'l says., that he was th~ SQll of n~han\nl IV . ., but adds that some 
consider hiITl to be tIle son of Shiput and the brother of Beharaln" 1 
~.Ia~oudi calls him t~ he the son of Shapur,2 but on the authority of 
Another writer, says later on, t.hat he was the SOlt. of Behur;Lln .. 3 l\Iir-
lillOUU says, thAt, aC'CUrding to sonle, he was the SOil of Beharanl, and 
according to others, the brother <jf B-ehara.nl:~ ~lalc'Olnl says, on the 
anthority of sev~ral historian;s, that, a.c~orJing to some, iT" e~dagard was 
t.he brothel· of B~hQralll, and acc\}rdin.g t~ oth~rs, the son, Rawlinson 
~a,lI~ hinl the son Q£ Beharilnl. lIe t,akes SOlne Greek wr~tcrs to be 
hi~ authDrities.G Our Pahlavi treatise settles this question, by saying, 
that Yezdagard was the S()u of Sh[l.pur. 
Now, this Yezdagard is caned dafr 1"S (Arabic.)~ stinking). l\lost 
of the oriental historians call hinl a wicked king. :Firdousi calls him 
Yezdaga.rd-i-Bazehgar (,;f '6;'~ ~.I~ ~.,j~),i.e., the wicked Yezdagard. 
As an instance of his wickedness, Firdonsi gives the case of 
his son Behanlill Gonr's impri~onnlent. He was sent to pri-
son for nodding iu the court, while standing in his presence. At the 
very tinle of his accession to the throne, he had given to his wurtiers, 
3 cause to be displeased with him. Ma<;oudi calls him Al Athinl ( r~ ~'), i.e . ., the sinner. In some Orien tal wor'ks, he is spoken of 
as Pejehkiar,6 ,vhioch word is evidently ,the C'Ot'fllption of Bazehgar 
(~f ~y) of Firdollsi. Mirkhond calls hinl Faru Bandehgar 7 
(~! ~ ~i~J';)' wherein the ,vord (,)' ~~~) is evidently the corruption 
of ~f ~J~ According to Tabari, some calloed him (,.~~ Y 1 ) and 
oth~rs Al Khashan (~~~ J 1 ), i.e., the wicked (Arabic '='~ hard, 
1- Tabar1, par Zotenberg, VoI. 11., p.103 • 
• Mac;oudi, B. De Meynard, Vol. IL, p. 190. 8 Ibid, Vol. Ir., p~ 238. 
4! ~jt ;iR.!U'J "" ~ G-~ c.s'=" ~~ .J r ~t~ ~IW~ ') ~~ ~j:! '1~"~ (Mirkbond! 
Munshi Naval Kishore's EditivD, p. 221. Memoires sur la Perse par a de 
Sacy, p. aa!.) 
& Eutychius (\Tol~ 1., p. 5i8). Abu Obe~dah (quoted by Macoudi, Vol. 11., 
r. 288). Sepeos (p. 20.)' (The Seventh Orient,al Monarchy (1876), p. 269 n. 3.) 
, 6 S, de Saey. M'moirel sur la Parse, p. 321. 
, Bombay Edition) p, 227. 
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rude). According to all these 0 riental writers, Yezdagard wag caned 
,vicked for his personal wicked characteristics. But we learn from 
Greek and Roman wl'iters, that there was another reason, why he was 
hated by his own countrymen. According to Procopius, Agathias 
and Theophanes, Arcadius, the Roman Emperor, had, by his testa-
nlcnt, appointed Y czdagard the guardian of his young son, Theodosius 
the Younger.1 ... L\ccording tQ Cedranus, Yezdagard was given a legacy 
of 1,000 pounds of gold in return for this duty entrusted to him. This 
circumstance, they say, made him inclined a little towards the Chris-
tians. Again, Antiochus, his great favourite, whom he had sent to 
the court of ROlue, to help and advise young Theodo~ius, had, by his 
frequent letters in favour of Christianity, turned the mind of the 
Persian king to the religion of Christ, 80 much so, that according 
to sonle ROluan writers, he began persecuting the Zoroastrians of 
Persia for the sake of his Christian subjects. The influence of 
Antiochl1s had greatly led to the increase of the Christian population 
in I~er8ia. According to Theophalles; Yezuagard himself had shown a 
little inclination to . turn a Christian. Bishop M arutha of Mesopota-
mia, and Bishop Abdaas of Ctesiphon, had great influence over him. 
Prof .. Darmesteter, while referring to these passages in our. treatise, 
in his interesting article on this Rubject. says, on the authority of 
previous writers, that it was this monarch, who had allowed the first 
Christian synod to be held in Persia, in the town of Selellsia, under 
the leadership of the Bishop of Byzantium.2 Again,' he had per-
nlitted the erection of a church at Ctesiphon. He enlployed 
Christian bishops on diplomatic service. It is said, that Bishop 
l\larutha gained over the good-will of the Persian monarch, by once 
curing by his prayers, the headache fronl which the king 'was suffel';ug, 
and which the Persian Mobads and physicians could not cure. Again, 
they say, t~is very Bishop Marutha and Bishop Abdniis, once, by the~r 
prayers and fasts, chased a demon, which had possessed the body of the 
son of t11e Idng.s All these statements, however exaggerated, show, 
that Yezda.gard was, at first, a little inclined towards Christianitv . 
.. 
Latterly, he had turned round a little. According to Theophanes and 
Theodaret., Bishop' Abdaas, once, depending too much' upon his influ .. 
1 Rawlinson's Seventh Oriental Monarohy, p. 272. . 
2 Textes Pehlvis Belatifs au Judaisme. Revue des Etudes luivcs, x., 
V ~l. X VIII., p. 'i. a, Ibitl, p. 45. 
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f\nce with t,be king, set fire to the grE'at Fire-temple'- of -Ctcsiphon. 
:y ezdagard asked llinl to rebuild it at once. A bdaas refused to do so~ 
• 
'l'his exasperated. the Persian king, and he ordered a general persecu~ 
tion of the Christians. Thus, it was the favouLo, that be had shown to a 
foreign religion, and his inconsistent and wicked conduct, that had 
ulade him unpopular with his people, and gained for him the epithet of 
dafr, referred to in our treatise, and the epithets or Al A thim, 1\1 Kha-
shan, Bazehgar, etc., referred to ill other Oriental works. He met 
with an accidental death, being kicked by a ferocious horse, who 
appeared to be altogether q niet when he went before him to ride. 
l\Iost of the oriental 'vri ters speak of this kind of death, as a punish-
ment f rOln God for his wicked conduct. 
·N OW, o~r Pahlavi treatise goes one step further, and points out, that 
YezJagarJ. was nut only favourably iaclined towards the Christians, 
but al:3o towards the Jews. \Ve learn from other sonrces, that on gl'eat 
occasions he specially invited to his court the religious chiefs of the 
Je,ys. Buna, the son of N ilthan, who was a Jewish prince, was a 
special favonrite of Y ezda,gard. We read the following on this point 
in the history of the Jews :-" He (Yezdagard) was exceedingly well 
~ffected towards the Jews, and at the same time favourably djsposed 
towards the Christians. On the days of homage there were present 
at his court the three representatives of the Babylol1ian Jews: Ashi, 
of Sora; Mar-Zutra, of PUlnbeditha; and A lnemar of N ahardea. 
Huna bar Nathan, who, if he was no Prince of the Captivity, must 
nevertheless have been possessed of considerable influence, held fre-
quent intercourse with Jezdijird's court. Such a mal"k of attention 
on the part of a Persian king. •.• nJ.ay be regarded as a 
proof of high favour." (History of the Je,,'s by Graetz, Vol. II.~ 
page 617.) 
. Now, there was one special reason, wIly Y (lzdagard was exceed-
:ingly well affected towards the J twS. 'Ve learn for the first time 
from our Pahalavi treatise, that Yezdagard was married to a Jewis~ 
princess. -No other "'orlis, ol'iental or occidental, refer to this point. 
~hishill Dokht is the nanle of this Jewish princess. She ,vas the 
daughter of the Resl~. Galutba, i.e., the Jewish Exilarch, who is 
spoken of here, as 1" ahoudgan Shah, i.e., the King of the Jews. 
She seems to have -played, if not the same, as Dal'mesteter says, 
at least a Silili~ar pal·t, as that played by queen ~sther of tIle. Old 
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Testament. It appears, that not only Jewish princesses, but other 
Jewish ladies had begun. in@.uencing the P~rsian8 in 011e way or 
-anotoor. It is for this reason, that we find, that the .Dink8t'd 
d~precates marriages with Jewish women.l As to the question, who 
this particular Rish Galutak, whose daughter, Shishin Dokht, Yezda ... 
gard had nlarried, was, the above passage of the history of the Jews 
seems to show, that it was Huna, the son of Nathan, who had con-
siderable influence with Yeadagard. 
, According to our treatise, it was this Jewish queen of Ye~dagard, 
who had founded in Persia, 8hu8 and Shuster, the well-known towns 
of Khuzistan. Not only that, but it was at her special desire, that a 
Jewish colony was founded in Ga~ (Ispahan). We will first speak of 
the towns of 'Shas and Shuster, said to have been founded by her. 
ACC01·ding to Sir Henry Rawlinsou, in the ancient times) t,here 
were two cities of the name of Susan or Susa; the more ancient) the 
Shusan of the Scriptures, being situated on the Karun or Eulrens, and 
the other, the Susa of the Greeks, being situated nea.r the Cher kheh or 
Cho.aspes. The Shus of our treatise seems to be the first of these 
two. Tradition and some oriental authors~ attribute to this town of 
Shus (Susa), the tODlb of the Hebrew prophet DanieL. So, it is likely, 
that the Jewish queen of the Persian king took advantage of her 
influence over her royal husband and rebuilt or enlarged or improved 
the town, with which the name of a prophet of her religion was 
connected. According to Tabari,3 it is a very ancient town and said 
to have been originally founded by Shapnr 11. 
Shuster, the other city, 'w~ose foundation or rather enlargement 
also is attributed to the queen Shishin .. dokht, is situated on the river 
Karun at the distance of about 32 miles fl"Om SUSB. Tabari' and 
other authors5 attribute its original.foundation to Shapur I., who, 
they say, had ordered Emperor Valeriall, whom he had defeated and 
taken prisoner, to send Roman engineers to build this and other· 
cities. Firdousi6 also refers to this fact, and says, especially of the 
1 Dastur Peebotan's Dinkard, Vol. 11., ~ 90. 
2 Ebn Haukal, Ousley'8 Oriental Geography, p.76 • 
. ' 3 Zotenberg 11., p_ 95. 
" Ibid. ll, p. 79. 6 Malcolm's History of Persia, I .• p. 5f.2 • 
• - $ Kohl.- v .. p 392 
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water\Vorks of this town, tbat they were built by Beranous, a Roman 
engineer, at the ol"ders of Shapur I. 
The silnilal·ity of the nanles (Shus and Shuster) of these towns' 
,vith that of theil· founder Shishin-dokht is striking. 'Ibe original 
name of this queen Dlay b~ Shushan, which is a comnlon Hebl·ew 
name of Jewish women, and Shishin may be a corrupted form. The 
Hebrew l1anle Shusan seems to be the same as Arabic ~~.,. 8usan 
meaning a " lily." The word dokht is the contracted form of dnkhtar 
-,i~ J i.e., daughter. It is used in the sense of " maiden, girl 9r 
princess," and is added to the names of several Pel·sian queens, e.g., 
ruran-dokht and Azermidokht. 
As to the town of Gae, wherein Shishin-dokht had founded a colony 
of the Jew~, the name Gae is another fornl of Jae or Djey, which 
lvas the ancient name of Ispahan. 1 .A part of Ispahan, now in l·uins, 
is still known by the nanlE:' of .Djey. It was also known as Yahoudeh, 
i.e., the quarters of the Yahoudis or Jews. "Ispahan etait 
anciennement la ville connu sous le nom de Djey. Elle se llommait, 
premitivement Djey, puis Yahoudieh."2 Our text attributes it • 
. original foundation to Alexander.3 
1 Dictionnaire de la Geographie, etc.., pa.r. B. de Meynard, p. 45. 
t lbid J P. 41. 
3 The late Prof. Darmesteter had a copy of the old text (MK) supplied to 
him, wherein, a part being eaten away by worms, two letters are wanting. The 
words In the old text, as given by Darmesteter in bis " Textes Pehlvis Relatifs, 
au Judaisme (Revue des Etudes Juives, XVIII. p. 41) is .e ShatrostAn-i-Gai 
gujastak Alaksandaro pUp. • . . kart." Darmesteter, in his translation, takes 
the missing letters to be A~, reads the word pi1pA~ and translates the sentence 
thus cc La ville de Gai fut foulee 3UX piedR des elephants, par le maudit Alexan-
dre.," But, it appear~ from the Teheran manuscript J' t copied from the original, 
when it was in a good condition, that the word was phi1.phous ("'\)101'0)' 
Now Firdousi gives philk{)'U8 U"',.,; J~; as the name of Philip, the father of 
:Alexander the Great (Mohl. V., p. 57) .. In Persian the word philkous l,,;,)"'; u~j 
can easily be readphilphoul u-j J.~ by dropping a'dot (nukte) from U 
k. 80, it appears intelligible, how the copyist. put in ph.ilphoU8 .",aj'eJ 
for philkoU6 ("'\),,1;0). Anyhow Prof. Darmesteter's readingpilpdecan~ol; 
~ol.d g~dt becau~~, heTe, there is no que~tion.of the dest~ction of the city of 
li'lI)ahan (fut foulee) , but. on the contrary that of its. -construction. That 
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Some Persian writ.ers carry the fonndation of Ispahan to a period 
earlier than that of Alexander. According to our text, the Jewish 
queen of Yezdagard had founded a Jewish colony at Ispahan, but 
according to other authors, the Je,vs lived there, long before this 
tinle. It is possible, that this J ewisb queen rebuilt their quarters or 
their part ;.0£ the town. A ccording to Y akout, 1 it was Bakht-en-N asI' 
(Nebuchadnezzer) who, after taking Jerusalem, brought the Jews as 
prisoners to Ispahan, where they huilt quarters of their own and 
called them Yahoudieh.2 Tlleirpopulation there, latterly increased to 
such an extent, that, according to ~Iansol1r ben Badan, there· was-
bardly a family in Ispahan, which could not trace its descent from a 
J ewish anc~stor. Ebn Hauka13 names a place called Jehudistan, jsst 
~ear Ispahan. That may possibly be the sanle as Yahoudieh, because 
it also llleans " the place of the Jews." 
Meruv-rud.-It is said to be founded by Beharam of Yezdagard. 
It is the ~laruv-al~rud (~-'J J'-,.roc) of Ebn Haukal.' It is the 
l\Iarv-rud (~").JJ' IC) of the Shahna111eh.5 The Behariim, refer tOed to 
here, is Beharam V., known as Beharam Gour. From other oriental 
,Yol'ks, we know nothing of l\'leruvrud bl\ing founded by Beharalu 
Gour. But what we know from }lirkhond and Firdousi is only this~ 
that Beharam Gour had won 8 great victory over the I(hiildin of Chin 
at a place known as l\ierv6 (.,.,J(). But this ~lerv Eeems to be quite 
a different place from ~lerv-al-rud. It is possible that l\lirkhond and 
Firdollsi have nlixed up these two placef':. .1\ftelt the victory at the 
above place, Beharam Gonr is said to have built a large colunln 
(J~..o) to lllark ont the frontiers of Iran and Turan. 
Meruv and Harae.-Both of thenl are said to be founded by 
·Alexander the Great. Meruv is tbe well known city of Merv, known 
Alexanner had destroyed thE> city of Ispahan, does not f.ppear from any author, 
but the fact, that he had founded it, appears from Athar el-Bilad (Daus le li vre 
Athar el·BHad, c'est Alexandre senl qui est nommc comme fondateurd'!spahan. 
Diot. de la Geogr., &c. B. de Meynard, p. 41). Tabari also supports this 
statement (1., p. 517). 
1 Diet. B. de Maynarcl, p. 45. 2 Ibid. 
a Ousley's Oriental Geograp!1y, p. 169. 
4 Ousley's Oriental Geogr.lphy, pp. 213, 21~, 220, ~22, 231. 
s Mohl. 11., p. 2f3 ; IV., p. 189. 
6 Mirkhond, traduit, par Bih'eltre de Sacy, pp. f34-S36; Mun;;hi Naval 
'Kishore's Edition, p. 229, t 13 ; Mohl. V., PL)' 676-78. 
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&180 3s'the Merv ShahjAn. Ebn Haukal1 al~o attributes its founda$ 
tion to Alexander the Great. Yakout and other oriental writers-also 
say the same thing.2 It is called M erv Shabjan (i.6., <Merv the city of 
the king), because it was one of the four royal cities of Kboras&n.s 
According to Yakout, it was called SbAhjall (L'ame d~l roi) because it 
was one of the largest and greatest cities of Khorasan.' .,.t\ntioobns 
Nicatore had rebuilt the city and called it Antioohia. Tabari also 
attributes its foundation to Alexander the Greitt.5 
The city of Harae is the Haroyu )u\1 .... 0' of the Vendidad, Hariva 
of the cuneiform inscriptions and Aria of the Greeks. It is the 
modern Berat. Yakout also attributes its foundation to Alexander 
the. Great. "La ville d' Herat, dit ed-Dehbi, a ete fondee par 
Alexandre, lorsque ce conqu~rant., ayant envahi rOrient, se prcpara.it a 
attaquer la Chine.6 n Son1e writers attribute its foundation to 
Lohrasp and its rebuilding to Gushtf\sp, Bahman and to .Alexander.7 
.) 4.-4 ~.Jr ~MI t I ~ 4-j . ~ !Tt' 
~~ A~ uli?";j ~lW 
Silvestrc de Sacy8 says, OD the authorit.y of an oriental geographer, 
that -Derat ,,'as first f'ounded by an Emir of that name, and rebuilt by 
Alexander. 
Pushen.-This na.me is variously written by eastern writers, 
88 ~,; or ~i:.~ or J;.:.~. It is at the distance of 10 farsakhs 
from Rerat. Some attl·ibute its foundation and its name to Pasheng, 
the son of Afrasiab9, who \Vas otherwise known as Shideh10 (14).~). 
1 Ousley's Oriental Geography, p. 215. 
• Dlctionnaire de la. Parse. B. de Meynard, p. 527, n. J. 
8 Kinneir's Persian Empire, p. 179. 
4! -Dictionnaire, B. ~e M'eynard, p. 526. 
5 Tabari par Zotenberg, Vol. I, p. 617. 
~ Dictionnaire, B. de Mey.ard, p. 593 •. '1 1~ id, p. 592. 
8 M~mories sur la Per8~, par S. de Sac)" p~ 889 • 
• Diet., B. de Heynard, p. 121, n. 1. _10 Livre d~ Rois. Kohl. IV LJ P. 30, L 113. 
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According to Kinneir,l "Pushing is a considerable to,vll, a little to the 
north of Derat, built on the banks of the Herirood." The founda-
lion of this' city is attributed to Shapur of Artashir, i. e., Shapur I. 
In our treatise, the foundation of seven cities is attributed to Shapur I. 
According to }i'irdonsi, Shapur had founded several cities with the 
help of an engineer or a geometrician (c.,s-W~r) named Berunous (vide 
.. 
above p. 11) sent to him by Emperor Valerian of Rome. The seven 
cities, referrecl to in our book, as founded by Shapur, are the following! 
(1) Pushen. (2) Neo Shapuhar. (3) Hairat. (4) Vish Shftpuhar. 
(5) Vandu-i-Shapuhar. (6) Airankard-i-Sh~lruhar. (7) Kharayast. 
Tus.-Tus of Naodar is said to have founded it. It is t.he Tous of 
Ebn Haukal, according to whom, it is situated to the north of Nisha .. 
pour.2 According to Ma~oudi, king Feridun had built a great fire ... 
temple here. The building of the city of ~Iesched in its neighbour-
hood eclipsed the city of Tus. The following story is related about its 
foundation :-Once upon a time, Kaikhosru sent Tus, the son of 
Naodar, to the frontiers of Turan to fight against Afrasiflb. He spe-
cially directed Tus to avoid the route of Iielut, lest l~'arud, the step-
brother of Kaikhosru, who was living there, might create a quarrel 
and fight with him. Tus, on his way to the frontiers of Turan, passed 
by way of Kelat, in spite of Kaikhosru's directions to the contrary. 
Farud thereupon sought a quarrel, fought with TU8, and was killed in 
the battle. Oll hearing of the death of his step-brother, Kaikhosru 
got enrn.ged against Tus, who got afraid to return to the court of the 
Persian K iug. He, therefore, stayed in Khorasan, and founding a 
new city, named it Tus, after his name.3 The Dabistan' also attributes 
Its foundation to Tus. Tus is mentioned in our books as the s~at of 
the sepiJh-pat, i. e., the comnlsnder-in-chief. According to Tabari, 
the sovereigns of Tabaristan and of I{horasan were called Ispehbads, 
or Sepahbads, i. e., the conlmanders of armies. 
Neo Sha.puhar.-The second city founded by Shapur I, is 
Nishapur ().,,~~), the well-known city of Khorasan. Accordi,ng 
to Ebn Haukal, one of the places outside its suburbs, is known.as 
Kohendez, and one of its gates is known as.Der-i-Kohendez5 (j~i";).)). 
, 
1 Persian Empire, p. 163. _ 2 Ousley's Oriental Geograpby, p. 2,15. 
3 Mecan's Shahnameb. Persian Preface, 32. Tabari, Vol. I., p. 467. 
t The Dabistan by Shea and- Troyer, Vol. I,p. 52. 
f • Ousley'. Oriental Geography J p. 214. . ~ 
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The Kohendez, referred to by Firdousi,l as founded in Nishapur by 
Shapur I., is the above I(ohendez referred to by Ebn Haukal. 
.) ~ ).n (:.~ Jt:"~ .) ~tS" 
~) t )J) j' ..:,,~ ~ .J ~)J f J~ 
~Iohl. V.: p. 392. 
MaQoudi attributes its fonndation to Shapur 112. On the authority 
or an oriental historian and geographer, I{inneir says: "This city 
,vas founded by Taituul'as, and destroyed by Alexander the Great. 
It was, after the lapse of many years, rebuilt by Sapor 1."3 Hanld 
Allah ~Iustofi also attribut~s its original foundation to Taimuras, 
and its rebuilding to Shapur I. "Le prelnier fondateur de cette 
ville est, dit-on, Thaholllers. Qualld eBe fut ruinee, Ardeschir 
Babegiln bfttit une autre ville qu·il nomma N ih (;J). eon iUg 
Schftpour, qui gonvernait le Khoracan, le pria de lui donner cett.e 
ville; pique' dn refus de son pere, il eleva sur les ruines de l'antique 
cite de Thahomers une ville nouvelle qui fut nommee Nih Schapour 
ou la ville de Shapour, dont les Arabes formerent plus tard le rnot 
Ni<;abour."4 This passage gives a derivation of the name Nishapur. 
It says, that it was so called, because it was a city (Neh (.$j city) 
fonnded by Shapur. 
According to our Pahlavi treatise, Shapul· I. founderl the city of 
Nishapur, at a p!acc, where he had killed an enemy, nalued Pahlizak 
Tur, a nall1e, which can be variously res-d. Now, the question is, who 
was this enemy. From 'rabari, we learn, that Shaprir I. had killed a 
hostile monarch in Khorasan, ,vho had invaded the country of Persia 
during Shapur's absence at the siege of Nisib. "Schapour. . • . ~ 
fut iuforme qu'un ennelui, venant du Khorasan, avait envahi la Perside. 
Schapour retourna dans la Perside, attaqua l'ennemi, le fit prisonnier 
et le tUB; puis il revint a. Nisibe."5 Unfortunately, Tabari does not 
give the name of this enemy, whom Shapur had killed. So we are not 
in a position to ascertain, if he was the same person, referre d to in 
1 Moh!. Vol., p. 392. ~ M3Qoudi par B. de Meynard, Vol. II., p. 188. 
3 Persian Empire" p. 185. 4 Diet. par B. de Meynard, p. 578 n. 
5 Tabari par Zotenburg, Vol. lIe, p. 79. Valerian and Odenathus were also 
defeated by ShApur, but they were, in DO- way, connected. with Khorasfn. 
Pd,hlizak can, with some transmutation. Qf·letters, be read Vjtlerian. ".". . 
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1>ilr: _ie,:tt. !\:{a~oudi, Tabari and Mirkhond speak of'one:other -king, as 
being killed by Shapur I. 'fhis king is v'ariously' know.a ns' Zizau; 
Dhaizan (Satiroun), or Manizen. But he was not a king of Khorasan. 
K4in.-I t is said to have been founded by king Lohrasp. It is the 
Kiin ~f.i of Ebn Haukal,l accolding to whonl, it is about six days' 
journey from Berat. According to Yakout, it is about eight days' 
journey from Herat, and nine days' from Nishapur. It is, as it were, 
the gate of 'Khorasan. 
Dahistan in the territory of Gurg;,n.-It is the Dehestan CJI.i..,~ 
of Ebn- Haukal.2 Its foundation i~ attributed to Narsi of the 
Ashkanian dynasty, who, according to Ma<;oudi, was the fifth reigning 
monarch of the dynasty. 
Koumis.-li is the Koumis ~.J'; of Ebn Haukal, situated in 
Tabaristan, within the territories of Mount Damavand.3 It is said to 
have been inhabited hy the Parsis in the reign of Shapur of Yezda ... 
~rd.,4 The word JM.l"'eJ Parsian can be taken for the Parthians, 
because Danlgh:1n in the district of Koumis was the seat of the Par-
thians. "Damghan • . • is always supposed to mark the sight 
'>f the ancient HekatompyIos (or city of a hundred gates), the narne 
givenb.y the Greeks to the capital of the Arsacid dynasty of Pal'thian 
kings" (Persia, by Cllrzou, V 01. I., p. 287). 
Khusrui.-We now conle to a group of five cities, known by t.be 
name of Khusrui, and said to be founded by different l{ings of 
the name of Khusrui. It is very difficult to identify the cities,snd 
the kings bearing the, name of Khusrlli referred to in our book. 
There w~re' several cities in KhoraSt1n, bearing the llameof Khusrui. 
Of these,one is KhU8ru'V Jird or Khusruv Gird (~~ .J.,;-A..or.).J ~). 
It is situated < between Koumis and Nishapur. According to some 
oriental writers,' it was founded by Kaikbosrn. "Les historiens 
orientaux 'parlent de la citadelle de Khosrewdjird comme d'une 
place tres·fortifiee -dont l'origine remollterait a Keikhosron."5 "Le 
obateau d'e Khosraudjird .,~ .Jr" . - C' etait une place, trcs 
1 Ousley's ,Ori~ntal :Geography, p. 222, 223, 228. '. 
t Ousley's Oriental Geography, p.,176. 
a Oualey's Oriental Geography. p. 178,212 • 
.. Vide my Aiyadgru·.i-Zarir,ln, &c., p. 68. Pablavi,teJ;t. p. 20, s 18 •. 
I Yakout:Dlct.pat B., 4e MeJll&l"d.-'.p. 208, note. 
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ferte, don't' on attribuait )a construction a Keikhosrou, le vainqueur 
cif Afraciab."l The city of Djeser Wadjerd ( ~~ t -'~) mentioned by 
Edrisi as situated on the way from Rei to Nisha})ur, is this 'sanle city 
of KhosrauJ.jil·d~ (~~~ .J..J,,*,~). This city, then, is the second city in our 
group, said to have been founded by Kail{husrui. Again, at the distance 
of l~ miles from the above city of Khosraudjird, there is a city known 
as J asrauabiid (~(~ f .J ~), which, I think, to be Khosrauabad 
(.)(~ f J;-i.) , the points (N ukteh) of ~ and t hav~ng exchanged places. 
,# 
It is the Khosrabad(4l(~ f ~) of Yakout, according to whom, it 
is two "farsakhs" distant from Merv.3 This city then a}) pears to' be 
tbe third city ill Ollr list, founded by Schad Khosru ){ustRVi.d. (abad). 
Again, Yakout speaks of another city I{bosrew Schah (Ill. .J"";') as 
being two "farsakhs" distant from Merv.4 Thus, we find, that 
there Were three cities of the name of Khusrui near each other in 
](horas,1 n. The next t"Vo cities also seem to be near these three 
cities. We know' fronl the history of Persia, that there were five kings 
of the name of Khosrui.-
(1) Kai I(hosrn. (2) Kbosru of the Parthian dynasty who reign-
ed aft~r Pecorus from A. D. 108 to 130. (3) Khosru 
who reigned for a short time after Yezdagard of Shapur 
and before the accession to the throne of Beharilm Gour~ 
(4) Khosru Kobad (Nosbirvan), and (5) I(hosfn Parviz. 
Of these five, two can be identified with those in our list, t:iz., 
Khosru I(obad and Kai I(hosl'u. So the remaining three Khosrus of 
history seem to be the other three Khosrus referred to in our text. 
IV. 
We now conle to the second group of cities, z'iz., the cities of 
I{hAvar, or of the 'Vest. 
Ctesiphon.-Ctesiphon, the first city nlentioned in the second 
gr'ou'p,'is sa,d to have been founded by one Tus, who was the Ravak 
(the governor) of Sifkiin. 'l'hat Ctesiphon was founded by one 1.'u8, 
appears to be supported by the fact, that, according to Yakout, its 
ancient name lyaS Tousphon (CJ~.J~) and not Ctesiphon (~.,au~1). 
" Hamzab dit que son nonl prinlitif etait Thousfoun (4:J."a .. .".b), que les 
~rabes ont change en 'l'haisfoun."5 
1 ,Journal Aaiatique, 1846, Tome V 111., p. 4tiO. 
2 Edrisi, Vol. 11., p. 177. S Diet., par B. de Meynard, p. 2oe~ 
• lbid, p. 209. 5 ,Y ak9ut Diot. par B. de Meynard,' p. 400. 
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According to Ammianus ~larcellinus, Vardanis, a ·Parthian prince~ 
the son of Ardvan Ill., who reigned from A. D. 42 to 46, was the 
founder of this city. It appears then, that TUB was possibly a general 
of Vardanis, of whom we know, that he had suppressed a rebellion in 
Seleucia, which was situated on one side of the 1.'igris, while Ctesiphon 
was situated on the other. It is possible, that when Vardanis con-
quered Seleucia, he got Ctesiphon rebuilt by Tus. 
According to onr Pahalvi treatise, Tus, the founder of Ctesiphon, 
belonged to a place called Sifkan. So I think Ctesiphon 'eJ.~ 
is the short.ened form of Tous-i-Sifkan "1a- ~ ...,,\0 
According to Kinneir, " The foundation of the city of Ctesiphon 
• • • • can hardly be ascribed to any particular person, as it 
"'ould seem to have increased gradually, during a succession of many 
years, from a calnp to a city. Pacoras, supposed to be Orodes, king 
of the Parthians, and contemporary with Anthony, is thought to be 
the first who sUITounded it ,vith walls, and made it the capital of 
~he Parthian Empire." (Kinneir's Persian Empire, p. 253-54.) 
Kinneir is quite right in saying, that we cannot ascribe its founda-
tion to any particular prince. According to Yakout, it ,,'as at first 
founded by Alexander the Great. It was subsequently destroyed. 
Noshirvan (Chosroes) had rebuilt it. Ardeshir Babegan had again 
rebuilt it.l 
Siirsar.-Sarsar is another city attributed to the abovementioned 
ruler of Sifk~ln. It is the Sarsar ~.r' of Ebn IIaukal. It is 
sitllated at a distance of three farsangs from Ilagdad.2 
Hirleh.-It is the modern Hilleh, situated un the Euphrates. It 
is 54 miles from Bagdad. "It covers a very small portioll of the 
space occupied by. the ancient. capital of Assyria (Babylon) .•.• 
• • • • We learn from St. J erome that the space within the walls 
was converted by the Parthian kings into a royal hunting park.":) 
. . 
Bawir.-It is the Bawri ("i~J Yt. V. 29) of the Avesta, and 
Babyrush of the Behistun Inscriptions. It is the modern Babylon. 
1 r'ict. Geograpie de B. de Meyrial'd~ p. 518, vide the word ~~.& ,~ Medalll. 
• Ous1ey'8 Oriental Geography, p. 68. 
3 Kinneir's Persian Emp~re, p" 269-2.72. 
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Our treatise (text .. s. 24.) says of this city, that it "was founded in 
the reign of JaIDshed. He (t.he founder of the city) fixed the1'e 
(the direction of) the ph.net Mercury. (By the situation of the 
city or its building) he pcinted out magically tIle 7 planets, the 12 
constellations and signs of the zodiac and t.he eighth part (of the 
heavens) to\vards the sun and other planets." 
This seems to be an allusion to the building of the t.emple of 
Baby ]on, which ,vas said to be buil t on some princi pI ea of astro-
nomica] caldulations. Zohitk is generally represented as the founder 
of Baby Ion. Zobak's connection 'with Baby Ion, and his character as 
a nlagician, are also ref'elTcd to in the Dinkard. "One marvel 
is several matters of evil deceit w bich Dahak had done in Bap~l 
through witchcraft."l 
Birat.-It is the Heirah (iJ~~) of Aboulfeda.2 It is the Heirah 
(iJ~.c..) of' Ebn Haukal, who says that "fJeirah is an ancient city, 
and large; but when Cufa was built., Heirah was drained of its 
inhabitants. Heirah enjoys a pure air, and is one farsang distant 
from Cufa." 3 Edrisi ~ and Macoudi 5 also BnppOl't Ebn Haukal. 
According to Kinneir, " the holy city of Nejiff, or ~Ieshed Ali (the 
supposed burying-place of the Caliph Ali), is nine fursungs from 
Hil1eh and four miles from Knfa, and situate on a hill, at the 
bottom of which -is an artificial lake. This city ,vas founded by 
Alexander the Great., and for a long time bore the name of Alex-
andria, ,vhich was afterwards changed into that of Hira, when it 
became the residence of a dynasty of Ara.bian princes, who fought 
under the Parthian banners against the Emperors of Rome. It is 
also knO\Vil in history, under the ge~eral appellation of Almondari, 
after the name of Almondar (the Almondarus of Procopius), dis-
tinguished in the wars of N ushirwan and J ustillia.n." 6 
Our book attributes its foundation to Shapur I. According to 
Tabari,7 Rabia, the son of N ayr., the king of Yemen, had once a 
dream in which he saw a piece of carbon falling from a cloud, taking 
1 8. B. E., Vol. XLVII., p. 66. West's Dinkard, Bk. VII, Ch. IV. 72. 
:I GAographie d' A boulfeda. Text Arabe par Rein3nd et Blane, p. 298. 
8 Ousley's Oriental Geography, p" 65-66. 
+ Edrisi par Jaubert I., p. 366. 
I MaQoudt, par Barbier de. Meynard, 111., p. 213. 
e Kinneir's Persian Empirr, p. 282. ' 1 Zotcnbe,rg 11., pp. 169-71. , 
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fire "and burning all the people of Yemen. His astrologers gave.the 
following interpretation of the dream: "There will, come fr 0 In" 
Abyssinia, a king, who ,vill conquer the country of Yemen, take all 
its inhabitants prisoners, and abolish the Jewish religion. Yemen" 
will be annexed to the country of ,A.byssinia."l The king t.hereupon,. 
under apprehensions, sent away his family out of Yemen to the 
country of Iraq, with a letter upon the Persian king Shapnr, 
to take care of his children. Shapnr thereupon gave them 
shelter in the above to,vn of Heirah (Hira). Now, as to who this 
Shapur was, there is a difference of na mes in the different 
manuscripts of Tabari's text. But Zoten berg says, that in one of 
his manuscripts, the name is that of Shapur, the son of Ardesl1ir, 
i. e., Shapur 1.2 It appears, therefore, tha.t Shapur I. nlust have 
rebuilt this tOWll, at the time, when the king of Yemen sent his 
family to Iraq. If the allusion in ou'r t.ext does not refel' to this 
event in the history of the Arabs, there is another event also, to 
which it may allude. According to Perciva1's History of the Arabs 
(11. pp. 11-12), the Iranian king, Shapur-el-Acbar, had attacked the 
~rabs in the city of Heirah. Some of the Arabs thereupon went away 
to Mesopotamia and others renlained in Heirah. It was perhaps at 
this time, then, that Shapur I. rebuilt the town of Heirah Rnll 
appointed one Mitrozad to rule over the Arab colony. 
The Mitrozad, referred to in our ,text, seems to be Mitrok-~-
Anushe Patan ("«JIeJ 1~'''' ~ 1U~") of Kar Nanleh-i-Ardeshir 
Babegan (Dastur Kekobod's text·, s. 163-181, pp. 34-37). It is"tlle 
Meherak Noshzad (~'j,j.jJ ~J1JO) of the Shah Nameh.3 He was 
the father-in-law of Shapur I. .A.ccording to Percival, the Persian 
governors of Beirah were, up to a later time, known as }Iarzeban' 
(perhaps Cl (~j.J'~). 
The town of Heira (Il~) is called Birat ~"M in our book. 
The reason is this. Noman, a king of Heirah, had enlarged this 
town. So it was called Hirat Annoman, afwr his name. This name 
was subsequently abbreviated into Hirat.5 
BamdA,n.-Our book attributes its foundation to Yezdagard I. 
According to Ma~udi, it was built by Alexander the Oreat.8 It is 
1 Translated from the French of Tabati par Zotenberg, Vol 11., p. 171. 
I IlJUt p. 537. . 3 Mohl. V~, p. MS. 
• Pereeval's Histoire des Arabes, Vol. ;11., p. 187. 5 ·lbitl, p. 56. 
• Ma<;Ol1di, par B. de Meynl'rd, IX., p. 21. 
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t'he Ecbetana of the ancients. Herodotus (1.98) attributes its founda-
tion to Deioces, the first king of the Medes. According to some oriental 
writers, it was founded by Hamadan, son of Felewdj, son of Sern, son 
of Noab.1 According to Mustofi, it was built by Jamshid. Bahman 
Asfandiar had re-fortified it, and Dara of Darab had rebuilt it. No 
Qtberwriter supports Ollr author, in his statement., that it was founded 
by Yezdagard I. We learn frOlll our work, that Yezdagard had 
married a Jewish prince!s. So, possibly Yezdagard had repaired 
and rebuilt this city at the request of his Jewish queen, because, there 
were in that city, the tombs of a former Jewish queen and prince, viz., 
Esther and 1\lordecai.2 
lVIah.-Beharll1u of Yezdagard is said to have founded a city 
in the district of VAhram-avand in the province of Mah, in the 
direction of Nehavand. The country of Mah (~l,.o), referred to here, 
is that of Mah-el-Basrah and Mah-el-Kaufah. According to Tabari, 
these two towns were known under the joint name of Mahftins• 
According to the salue author, the city of Nehavand (~j.JY) was also 
known as Mah-el- Basrah. According to some writers, N ehavand 
was originally Nuh-avand, i.e., the city founded by N oah. Now it is 
difficult to identify the city of Vahram-avand referred to here. 
Perhaps it is the city of Rall1an (CIA) t) in the neighbourhood of 
Nehavand, situated about 21 miles from Hamdan; or perhaps it is 
the city of Ravendah, \I~-, f)~ situated in the same district.' 
. Mousul.~It is the Mousul (J~,",JO) of Ebn Hauksl, which, he and 
Edrisi place in the country of Mesopotamia5 (~~...).::-) ~ ~). According 
to Kinneir, neither the time of its foundation nor the name of its 
founder are known.6 But our book attributes its foundation to. one 
Piroz-i-Sbapuharan. Now, we know of no king known as Piroz of 
Shapur. We know of a hero of that name, whom, Rustam the 
general of Yezdagard Sbeheriar sent as a messenger to Saad Wakhas, 
the chief of the Arabs. But he is not represented to have founded 
any city . We know of a city named Piroz-i-Sbapour said _to have ~ee~ 
founded by Shapur Zul-aktaf. 
1 Diet. par B. de Meynard, p. 597. 
2 From the Indus to the Tigris, by Dr. Bcllew, p. 429. 
3 1'abari, 111., p.480. • Edrisi par Jaubert, 11., p. 165. 
& Ousley's Oriental Geography, p. 55. Edrisi par Jaubert, 11., p. 142·48. 
e rersian Empire, p. 251, Note. 
. Jazeereh.-+-Tlle foundation 'of nine cities (whose' names are not 
mentioned) in the country of Jazeereh (Mesopotamia) is attributed to 
Amatvash aud Kaisar Baratarzad. It is difficult .toidentify these 
.two persons. Kaisar Baraiarzad is perhaps the Armenian king 
,Chosroes, son of Tiridates, who lived in' the reign of Shapur 11.1 His 
otigin~J name must be Kaisar bin Tarazad (Tiridates) ~,,~ JJ l ... , 
(i.e., Chosroos, the SOft of Ti.ridatea). Subsequently .the bin ..JJ 
8c~ms to have been changed into bara .. iJ .• This Armenian princ~ 
claimed his descent from the Partllian kings. 
, Sham (Syria), Yemen, Farika. (Africa), Koufah, 
!4ecah, Medinah (Medina).-Twenty-rour cities are said to 
have been rounded in the land of these cities. Some of them were 
rule,d over, or founded by, the Kaisar, i.e., the Enlperor of Rome. and 
'~ome by the Malikan Malik, i.e., the king of Persia. 
According to Tabari, the Arab kings of Syria and Yemen were, 
;from time to time, under the su.zerainty of the kings of Persia. The 
~rab rulers of Birat, referred to above, also ruled over the country of 
Yemen. FJ.'he Persian king Feridun had married his sons to the three 
daughters of the King of Yemen. 
v. 
N o'v we come to the WWDS of tbe third group, 'l";'z., that of Nimrouz 
or Seistan. 
KavUl.-Kavul is the nl0dern Cabul, the foundation of which. is 
attributed to Artashir of Spendadad, who is the same as the Bahaluan 
of Asfandi~lr of th~ ShAhnumeh. No other workR support this 
statement. What we learn from Tabari, is that Bahamall had gone to 
Seistan to avenge, over Framroz, the son of Rustam, the death of his 
father AsfandHlr, who was killed by Rnstam, the ruler of Zaboulistan 
and J<aboulistan.2 According to ~Ia<;oudi, he had also founded in 
Seistan a large fire-templeknowD a~ Kerakeran ,which, I thit~k, is 
the same as the' .Fire Karkoe ' of the Ata~h N: ayaish of the Avesta. As 
this sacred fire existed even in the reign of Minocheher according to 
asnbsequent passage (s. 38), and as Kabul is often referred to 
by Firdousi as the seat of Rustam, the reference here seems to be ~to 
a rebuilding of (Jabul. 
--~--~--~----~----------~----------------~-----
J Gibbon I., p. 399, a Tabari I., p. 60'1. 
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Ravad.~This seems' ,to be ~he ~a@bad ~) of F~rdonst It is' 
said to have been founded by Reham, the" son of Goudarz, at the' plactl 
where he killed Aspvarz, the hero of Turkist4n. ~'hi8 seems to be an' 
allusion to the battle 'betweeD the Ir~niaJls and Turanians, known as bhe 
"Battle of Eleven Warriors," wherein Rehabl, the Iranian, killed-
, Barman, the Turanian.1 The Pallslvi name Aspvarz ('warrior,.' from 
',asp' horse) seems to be an equivalent of Barman (~)(~ a horse) of the' 
ShihnameQ. 'This towaof,Ra'9'ad is perhaps the Rebat of loo Hauka12; 
Itnown 8S Rebat Firouzmend (~..cj.JJii .le '~J). It is, one mental 
(stage) from Bost, the next town in our group., Perhaps the adjec-
tiveFirou.amend (victorious) refers to the aiJove, victory of Reham 
over BArman, and to that of bis. other ten Iraniall· coUeagues over their' 
Turanian rivals. 
Bost.-According to. Ebn llaukal ~nd other wriiers, It i~ one of the 
. . ~ "-
principal cities in. the 'provinc,e of, Seistan,.3 It is tbe A.best~ of Pliny.' 
I t was founded by Bast1.Jr, the B3stavairi of tb~ A ve'sta 5 and the,. 
Nastur of the Sh4hnameh.6 It is said. to hav.e been {ouncLed at the 
time, when King G1.\shtasp haq gone to- Scistan, to' b~ a' guest of, 
Rustam,. and to pro~agate the Zoroastrian religJon ther~, a sbort 
time before his second war with Arjasp.7 
~ -
Fari~v and Zd.VUlast2i.n.-Tbese two cities.are said to havQ 
been founded by Rn stam. . Fari~v is either the FAryab ('T l~..ct';) of, 
Flrdousi,. 8 Tabari 9 and Yftkollt, lOor Fereh .j.of Ebn H~ukal.ll Far\;~ 
is not in Seistan, Proper,. but lfereh is a town of Seistan ~r-()per.. It is 
the Parl'ah ment!on~d in.ancien.t geography as thQ capitalQf the 1?arthjan... 
province of Anabon.12 ',' 
As to Zavoul or Zabonl,)n ancient geography,; the whole region" 
which' includes the modern towns of Cabu!, 311d Gi~pi and the" 
ad~o:ning country, was known b~ that nan:e. Rust.am, who is men ... 
. , 
1 Firdousi Mohl., Ill., p. 573. t Ousley's Oriental Geograpby, p. 210.' 
8 Ousley's Oriental Geography, p. 207. Firdousi Mohl, IV., p. 252 •. M~_oudi 
B. de Mcynar.d V., p.002. Edtisi Jaubert~ 1., pp. 41,7,.442. 
4 D'Anville's Ancient Geography, EDgliE:h Translation (1791) 11, p.498-.' 
Kinneir's Persian Empire, p. 190. 5 Yt. XIII, lOB:. - 6 Moh}. IV., p. 418. 
7 Yasht V.lOO ~ Moltl. IV., p. 442, lie 994-95. .8 1\'lohl.: 111 ., p. 506; 1.-137. 
D Zotenberg Ill.; p.571, IV., p. 16'1. ' 
10 B. de MeYBaM, Diotionnaire de Geographie de. 111 Pepset, p. ~!4. 
Jl Ollsley's Oriental Geograpby, p. 208. 
12 Kinneir's .. Persian Empire, p. 193 i D'Anvil1e's Ancient Geography, 
(English translation) IT., p. 65. 
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tioned in our tl'ea tise as the founder of these two cities and as the 
king of Seistan, was the feudal lord of this region under the rulers-
of Persia. 
Zaranj .-According to Tabari,l Ebn Hauka1 2 and Edrisi,3 it 
was the capital of 8eistan. It is the Zaranga or Zarang of Ptolemy and 
modem Dooshak.4 The fire Karkoe is referred to in the text as being 
A 
deposited in this city. It is the sacred fire Karkoe of the Atash Naya-
ish of the Avesta and the Fire-Temple of Kerakerkan ~l<"';!J5 refer-
red to by M a~oudi5as being founded by Bahman of Isfandiar. The 
allusion to ldng l\finocheher and Frasiav in connection with this town 
is explained more fully by the Minokherad (S. B. E. XXIV., 
ch. XXVII., 44) and Zfid Sparam (S. B. E. XLVII., ch. XII., 3). 
VI . 
. Now we come to the towns of the fourth group. 
Kerma.n.-It is said to be founded by Kormanshah. Now, who 
was this Kermanshah 7 He was ,Taranes (Beharam) IV", the son of 
Sapor Ill. He is spoken of in our text, as Piroujan, i.e., victorious. 
The word Beharaul (Varahana, or V aranes) also means victorious. 
There were several kings of the name of Varanes or Beharam in 
Persia, ~nd oriental writers differ as to which of those several 
Beharams was the king KermaDsbAh. According to Firdousi«l, it 
was Beharam or Varanes Ill. According to t\tirkhond7 it was 
Beharam IV. Tabari8 agrees with l\1irkhond. Malcolm,D on the 
authority of other oriental writers, agrees with Tabari and MaC;oudi 
and differs from Firdousi. An inscription on a seal of king 
.Beharam IV. settles this question and shows that Firdousi is wrong in 
calling Beharam Ill., I(eramanshfth. According to that seal, it was 
Benaram, the son of Sapor, i.e., Beharam IV., who was known as 
Kermanshah. He' was so called, because, in his young age, he was 
entrusted with the governorship of Kermnn by his father. 
Now, as to the foundation of the city of Kermun by Beharam IV., 
no other writer .supports our text. According to Hamdulla bin 
• 1 Zotenberg 111., p. 517l! I Ousley's Oriental Geography, pp. 203·207! 
3 Jaubert, I., p. 442. 4 Kinneir's Persian Empire, p. 192. 
5 B. de Meynard IV., p. 73. , 6 Mohl. V., p. 414, 1.2, 
'I Memoires sur la Perse par Silvestre de SacYJ p. 320. Mirkhond, Munshi 
Naval Kishore's Edition, Part I" p. 227, 1. 6. 
S Tabari, Z<;>ten berg, 11., p. 103. 
8 History of Persia, 2nd Ed., ek. V., p. 89. 
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Abou Bakar qnoted' by 8ilvestre de . Sacy, it was· the town of 
Kermanshah, which is quite different frolll that of Kerman, that was 
founded by Beharam IV. Perllaps, it is the similarity of nalnes, tllst has 
led our author to mistake the to\Vl1 Kerlnan for that of Kermansh~lh· 
Veh-Artashir.-It is perbaps the New A.rdesbir of Tabari, which, 
according to this author, was one of the six cities founded by .. \rdeshir 
Babegan. 'l'he Pahlavi, 'v' seems to have been read' n.' It seems 
to be the same as Yazdshir, which, according to Edrisi,l is situated in 
the distr ict of I{erman. 
, Stakhar.- It is the Istakbar .J~' of later writers. Ardavan 
(Artabanes) is said to be its founder. According to the Karnam~ha 
of Ardeshir Babegan, Ard~van had his capital in that city. 
According to Tabari3, it was queen Homai who had built it. Accord .. 
ing to l\la~oudio\, this queen had also built there a Jarge fire-temple. 
Mirkbond5 attributes to this queen, theconstrnction of the well 
known building known a8 Hazar-Setun (1,000 pillars) among the-
ruins of Istakhar. According to Zinet-el-Medjalis,6 80111e attributed 
its foundation to Keiomurs and others to one of his sons named 
Isthakhar. Hoshang added to it, and Jamshed TIni8hed its con-
struction. Yakout7 attributes its foundation to Isthakhr, son of 
Tahmuras. Edrisi refers to this town in his geography at some 
length.S 
Darabgird.-It is said to be founded by Dara, t.he son ofDar~l. 
Other oriental writers9 differ from our text, in saying, that it was the 
first Dara (the son of Bahaman Asfandynr) himself who had founded 
it, and not his son Dura IT. 
Vish Shapuhar.-It seems to be the city of Sh~pnl', situated 
on the road from Bushire to Shiraz next to KazerOUll. It is said to-·bale 
been founded by Shapuhar of Artashir, i. e., by Sapur I. According to 
Kazvini and other eastern writers10 it was first built by Tabnlnras, 
ruined by Alexander the Great., and re-boilt by Supur I., who named 
1 Edrisi par Jaubert 1., pp. 416, 426 • 
. 2 Karnam~h. D. Darab's text, oh I., 4, Noldeke, p.36 • 
. S Zotenber.r, Vol. I., p. 510. 4 B. de Meynard, IV., p. 76. 
5 ~!unshi Naval. Kishore'~ Edition of 1874 ,'p. 190, J. 12. 
6 Dictiol:lnaire 4e la Geographie B, de Meynard, p. 48, n. 2, " 
1 Ibid. p. 49. s Jan l'ert I., p. 393. 
9 Memoires sur la Perse, p'r Silvestre de Sacy t p. 2'14, D. 4. Tabarl par 
Zoten berg 1.; p. 511). lludjmel al Tavarikh and Hamdallah Cazvini quoted 
by Ousley. Tra"els 11 , p. 134. 
10 Ousl('y Travels It, p. ~97 i Edrisi I., po 399; Yakout B. de Meynard, 
pp. 293~4. ' 
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ii .Bena .. ShApur IJ.nt:. ~ l. e.: founded byShapur)~> Somel~ called-" 
it Nischavotlr or Nischawer, wbichisanother way' ofreadirig' the·: 
Pahlavi name, -Vish:Shapur. T'he name cau also be read Veh~Shal)ur. 
In that case, it i, the 8eh-Schapour of Tabari2, who by somemista ke 
attributes:;i;i!.to Sapor, 11. .. ~ 
; . ':-\ . . 
GQUr Artashir Gadman.~It is the Kharreh-i.Ardashir of 
Firdousi'. which, he says, was snbseqlle.1)tly also called Gour. Our text 
give~ both the names together. The word Kharl·eh: t1~ of lfirdonsi, 
~en)s to be the corruption.of the P~hlavi word Khoureh . O'i~{I).).:\.). 
So the correct form of Kharreh-i-Al'deshir is Khoureh-i-Ardeshir' 
(i. e., t)le sp1end?ur ~f Ar~esbir). The word Khoureh is the Iranian 
equivalent of the Selnet.ic word "gadman". ~ which· also ~leans 
" splendoul·."'TI~,us tIle Kharreh-i-Ardesllir of Firdousi is the same as ~ 
Artasbir Gadman·of 'our text. 
It is the "Ardeshir· Khereh ~.J~ ~~~J f of Ebn Hanksl.' Tabari 
attributes to Ardeshir' Babegan, the foundation of 8 city caHed 
Djour. This Djour )~~ is the same as the Gonr it' of our text, wl1ich 
can also be read Djour. The Kar-nauleh5 of Ardeshir Babegan also 
refers to the foundation of this city, which it calls Artasl1ir Gadman •. 
According to that work, Ardesbir founded it on his return to~Pars, 
after, his victory ov-er the Parthian. king Ardavan, and introduced 
~herein ,~ater-·w(),rks aud irri~ation. According to Isthalthri,6 it was 
at the place of this very town that A rdeshir had gained one of his vic~ 
tori~s over his enemy ... According to Ibn-el-Faqih 1, it was t4e~ Arabs 
w,ho changed its nanle Gour to Djour. The modern.name of it is, 
Firouzabad. I t was a governor of this city, who 'changed its ancient 
n .. neGour to tha.t of Firouzabad. The reason was this. Whenever 
that governor went to the town of Gour J the people said \!,~ ).J'-! ~Lo . 
i. e., "the king has gone to Gour." Now, the word Gour also means 
in Persian a grave. So, the sentence ~l~o meant, "the king has gone 
to his ·gr"ve.", They say, that the governor did not like these unluclty 
.words, and so changed the name Gour to Firouzabald. According lo 
"\ . ~ 
I . ' 
1 Dictlonnalre de l~ Ge~graphie, par B. de Meynard, pp. 293~94.· 
t Zotenberg ll., p.95. 3 Mobl. V., p. 30'2, 11. 438, 44'. 
• Ousley's Oriental Gcogmphy , p. 8S. . . 
" Dastur Kal~obad'~ ~itio~. p. 15" 8.70.. . . 
a Dictionnaire de la Geographie,,,B. de Meynard, p. 75. ' Itid.; 
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Edrisi, the area of thig--ciCY-fs the- same a~r that ofeacw ~\lie o\lior 
.three cities-enumerated above, viz., Istakhar, Sapur, and D3rabgard • 
. TQuje.-It is the town,o,f 'r:; jj situated i~. t~e dist~ict of. tsta~ 
khar.l It is near Kazerun. Some authors 2 include it in the district 
. . ' . 
Qf Ardeshir Kharreh. -The 'Palllavi name- of tbis town can also be 
read Tanpak. In that CSEe, , it can b~identifi~,d wit~ ~-,~~j Ten'honk, 
which, according to Edrisi,3 is situated in the ,territories 'of Shapour. 
Our treatise attributes i·s foundation to HOluae CheherazAdan, who 'is 
the queen'~om8e of FirdousL ' "Ohelier;lzad," (i. e., of noble face) i~ 
tile epithet applied to her. Firdousi calls her "Cheharzid " .)')J ttt. 
which is the corruption of the orIginal "Cheherazad." Mirkhond ..& 
gives the correct form. 'According to Ma~oudi 5, she was so cal1e~ 
from the name of ber mother who was called Cheherazad. From all 
these oriental writers, we know nothing of h~r founding the town of 
Touje or Tenhollk. The only town she is Eaid to ha~e fonnded was 
~t( ~l~~.6 -
VII. 
NQw we come to the towns _of the fifth group. 
Oharmazd Arteshiran.-Our treatise attributes its fonnda4 
tion to Hormuz, the son· of Shapur and the grandson of A r~e8hir 
Ba,began. But Firdousi,7 Tabari,8 and other authors9 atirihute it to. 
Ardeshir Babegau himself. It is the nlodern town of Ahwaz.10 rhe 
or;ginal name, Ohartnazd Artashir, bas been at times abri~ged_ and 
cor. upted into Hormuz Shir, Hormu,z Scheher, Honzlllschir and 
Hormuz. Mirkhond,ll like our author, attributes the f~undation of 
this city of Hormuz, to king Oharmazd. 
'Ram Oharmazd.-Ourtreatise attributes. its foundation t~ 
Obarnlszd, the grandson of Ardeshir" BAbegan. Mirkbond 12 and 
1 Edrisi 1., pp. 391,4.05, Oosley's Oriental Geography, pp. 106, 112, 132. 
2 Diet, de la Geogr., ll. de Meynard, p. 143. 
a Jaubert I., p.396. , Naval Kishore's ~ition of 1874t, p.190. 
6 B. de ME-ynard, 11., p. 129. 6 Mirkbond N. Kishore;s Edition of 1814, 
p." 190. Meynard, , 1 Mobl. V., p. 386,1. -644. 8 ZotenPcrg 11., re 74, 
9 Yakout Diet. de la Geogr. de la Perse, B. de Meynard, p. 58. 
10 Ibid and Tabari (Zotenberg) 11., p. '14. Edrisi I.iP. 364.; 
1J Memoires sur la Perae. Silvestre de·,Sacy, p,,-293. 
12 Bauzat.us·Safa, N. Kishore's Ed., p. 223~ 
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M.udf1 a~so do the same. It is the Ram Hornluz ollate~ writers". 
, ' 
It. ,is the contracteJ form of iti original name Alt'm-Hormu;; 
~Jr r 'J f Je. e:, the place of rest of. ~l)?rmazd. 2 
.. Its lounder OharJDazd is here called tag (brave). Mirkbond simi .. 
larly calls him dalir # ., (i. e., brave). and Ma~oudi batal, cJA~ (i. e., 
a-brave man) •. 
'. ShUB and Shuster.-We have already referred to these towns 
while speaking of Khvarzem. 
'Vandu-i-Shapuhar and Airungird Shapuhar.~ 
These' two cities are 8aid to have been founded by Shapur, the son 
or' Artashir, i.e., Sbapnr I. According to Ma~oudi3, the Arabs 
knew this monarch as Sabour el Djunoud ~# I J.)~ L.. So, the word 
"Vandu" in' ihe name of the city, as given by our text, seems to 
resemble Djunoud, the surname of Shapnr. This Vandu-i ... Shapu-
bar seems to be the sam.e, as the town of Ohand ... i-Shapur, whose 
foundation, Tabari" attributes to Shapur I. It is the Djound-i Sabou~ 
~ ( .... U" ~ of Yakout. 5 According to Edrisi 6, it is situated in the 
district of Ahwaz in the province of Khuzistan, about one day's march 
from Shuster. 
Airangird Shapuhar, the second city, here referred to a~ being 
fo~nded by' SbaI)~r I., is the Shapurgird of Firdousi. '1 It is situated 
in the district of Abwaz. It i8 called A irangird Shapuhar, perhaps 
to distinguish it from other towns founded by Shapur I. in the west 
and which also bore his namee Our text says, that it was also called 
Far3wad. We know nothing of this narrle from other oriental 
- . 
writers. 
Naha.l'-Tira.-Our text does not mention wbo founded this city. 
It merely says, that it was' founded in the reign of the wicked 
Azidahak (Zobak), and it served a8 a prison for the country of Iran. 
It, is the Nabar-Tiri '-Sft j ~ of Ehn Hauka1.8 It is situated at 
the distance of one day's "march from Ahwaz.9 It is situated on a 
'I B. de Meynarl 11., p. 166. 
I Kalcoln1's History of Persia, I., p. 71 . 
. I n. de MOYDard 11., p. 164. -
, Zotenberg 11., p. e,. ' ' a Diot. de le Geog .. B~ de Meyn1rd, p',169-
• 1., p. f83. 
, Mohl. V., p. 392, 1. 58. 
• OusleJ's Oriental Geograpby,: pp. 'It, 71, so. 
o Edrisi I., pp. 379, 380. . 
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canal (.~~ . nebar) of a river called Tiri. Hence its name. According 
to Yakout1, it was Ardesbir Babegan who had got this canal dug. 
Simlitn.-It is the to,vn of Semiran2 C) ~ ..... in the province of 
Kharreh-i-.\rdeshir, which also contains the town of Desht ~:, ~3, 
referred to in our text, in connection with SimIan, as Desbt-i-Tazik. 
It is said to have been founded by king Feridun, who is said to haTe 
conquered the country of SimIan, and to have given the town of 
Desht, as a marriage-gift to the Arab king Bat-Khusro, whose three 
daughters he had given in marriage to his three sons. This Arab 
king, Bat-KhuSlwO, is the king Sarv ..Jr' of Firdousi,4 according to 
whom, he was the king of Yemen ill Arabia. He is the Pat Khusrob of 
Dinkard,5 according to which, he was the grandson of an Arab king 
named Taz. He is also referred to in the Pahlavi Vendidad.6 The 
Dlarriage alluded to in our text, is also referred to by the Dinkarc17 
and by the Pahlavi treatise of Bina-i-Farvardin Yum-i-Khordad.8 
Kharayasht.-This city, wh:ch is said to have been founded by 
Shapur I., seems to be the town of Sabour Khv3st ..:....,~~ )~~INtt 
founded by Shapur in the country between Khouzistan and Isphaball.9 
It is at the distance of 22 farsakhs from Nebavand.10 
Ashkar and Veh.-Ashkar is the Asker or Asker Mokrem 
r.J~ .,J).". in Khouzistan. It is also callecl P.l Leshkar.I 1 It is 
bitnated at SOlne distance from Ah,v:iz on the banks of the river 
Muchircan12 (CJ t,; r...J I). Veh seenlS to be the town of IIey13 also 
situa~ed in Khonzistan. 
Ga~.-It is the city of 1spah3n said to have been founded by 
A lexander the Great. 
Khajran, Adjan and Kird.-These three cities are said to 
have been founded by Kobad-i-Pironzan, who was the father of the 
, 
1 Diet. de la Geog., B. de Meynard~ p. 576. 
2 Edrisi 1., p. 398. Onsley's Oriental Geography, p. 88. 
B Ousley's Oriental Geography. p. 88. I: Mohl. I., p. 120, 11.68.70. 
5 B. B. E. Yol. XLV 11. West Dinkard, VIII., Ch. I., 34. 
6 Spiegel Pahalavi Vendidad, p. 221. Darmcsteter's Etudes Iraniennes 
Part. 11., p. 216. 
1 B. B. E. XXXVII., West, Bk. VIII., Ch. XII I., 9. 
S Dastur J ama~p ji's text, p. 103, 8. 14. 
9 Yakout B. de Meyn:lrd, Dict. de la Geographie de la Perse, p. 293. 
10 Ousley's Geography, pp. 16'1 .. f)8. 
11 Ousley's Or~nt;\l Geography, pp. 20, 73. Asker .. Mokarr&m of Edri:;i 
I., p. 379. . 
1~ Ibid, p~ 381. 13 Ebn Haukal, Ousley's Orient.al Geography, p. 71. 
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great Noshirwan. Tahari attributes to Kobad the foundation 'of two 
cities Awdjan and Kazeroun. I{hajran' of our text seems to be 
the Kazeroun of Tabari, and the Adjan of out text, the Awdjan of 
Tabari. According to Ehn Haukal, it was Kobad, who had atlgmented 
Kazeroun to a considerable size. l The city of Kird seems to be the 
G~rd f)J! of Ebn Hauka12 and l(ird of Edrisi.3 It is abont 21 
miles from Shiraz. 
VIII. 
Now we conle to the towns of t.he last l. e., the sixth group. 
Askar.-There were two towns of the name of Askar. Of one, we 
have already spoken. This second Askar seems to be the Askar 
Nishapur of Ebn Haukal. 
Atropiltakiin.-It is the Atropatena of the Greek writers. 
According to Strabo4 , it was a Persian General named Atropate, who 
had founded it. This Atropate is the Azerbad of Yakout5, who gave 
the city his name. This Atropate of Strabo and Azerbad of Yakout 
.Dlay be the sanle as Airan Gusbasp, who is spoken of in our text, as the 
founder of Atropatakan. 
Ninav.-It is said to be fonndecl by Ninav of Yuras. It is the 
well-known town of Nineveh said to be founded by Ninus. 
Ganj6.--It is said to be founded by Afrasiab. It is the town of 
Ganje or Janze ~j~ or # in Azerbaizan. ' , i 
Amui.-There is one thing mentioned in our- book, about this 
town, which draws our special attention, because it is mentioned here 
for the first tilne and not mentioned in any other book. It is this, 
that "Zoroaster was of this city" (Zartusht-i-'Spitarntln 1nrin zak 
madin(1 yehvunt). Amui is nowhere else mentioned in connection 
with Zoroaster. Then the question is, in which part of Iran, are we 
to look for this town as the city of Zoroaster 7 
The question, which was the native place of Zoroaster? bas been 
much discus~d. Some said, and especially the classical writers, that 
he belonged to the East of Iran, to Bactria, and that he was 
a Bactrian sage. Others said,-and among them, there were almost all 
oriental writers and some classical writers also,-that he belonged to 
the West of Iran, to Media. All the references to this much 
discussed question have been very fully given by Pro£. Jackson of 
~merica, who himself has . also ably discussed the question in his 
1 Ousley's Travels I., p. 271. 2 Ousiey's Oriental Geography, p 89. 
B I., pp~ 402, 421. 'XI.» Ch. X VIII. 5 Diet. B. de Meyna~d, p •. 15. 
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recent:y published' work, "'Zoroftster, the Prophet 01- Iran." The 
consensus of opinion is: that Zoroaster belonged both to the East 
and to the West. of Iran, to Bactria and to Media; . that Bactria., 
where the then king of Iran, King Gushtasp, ruled, was the place 
of his ministJY, the place where he promulgated his religion under 
the protection and with the help of the rule}'; and that ~Iedia \yas the 
place .... of his birth, his childhood, his inspiration. Again, according 
to the Pahlavi books, there .were two places, in Western Irall or 
l\iedia, each of which c]ainled hinl as its OWll. These ,,~ere the province 
,. 
of Adarbaijan (Atropatelle) in l\ledia and the province of Ragha or 
Rae (~Iedia Phagina) or l\ledia Proper. 
According to the Dundehesh,l ZOl'oaster was born on ihe# ba.nks of 
the river Daraja ...,t;.»~. The words used in connection ,,-ith this 
l)lace, ,t'i-z., "Zaratusht temman zud," i.e., " Zoroaster was born there," 
are quite clear, and leave nodouht, that this place is referred to, a.s his 
birth-place. 'l'his river Daraja is the modern Daryai, which flows 
,. 
frOll1 Mount Savalan in Adarbaizan and meets the river Arras. This 
Inoulltain Savalan is known by K.azvini as Sebilan, and is spoken of by 
him; as the seat of Zoroastel"s inspiration. I thinl{, that SayaI:ln or 
Sebilan is another form of Ushidarens, spoken or in the Avesta, as the 
mOllnt.ain seat of Zoroaster's inspiration. Thns ,ve see, that Atropa-
tene in 'Vestern Iran was the birth-place of Zoroaster. 
Then, in the Pahlavi Vendidild 2, Ragha or Raa is mentioned as the 
place of Zoroaster. (Rak, .. mun Rae imellunet .•.... Zartllsht min 
Zak Zinak Yehvunt, i.e., Ragha, which was called Rae .. , ... Zoroaster 
waS of that place.) Here, Zoroaster is not said to have been born f\t 
Ragha or Rae, but it is merely said, that he belonged to that place. 
'fhe above two statements, one according to the Bundehesh, and the 
other according to the Vendidad, viz., that Zoroaster was born in 
Atropatene~ and that ZoroaHter belonged to Rae, are easily exp~ained 
by a passage in the Shaharastani, that" Zoroaster's rather was of the 
,. 
region of Adarbaijan ; his mother, whose name ,,-as Dughdo, canle fl'Olll 
the city of Rae." 3 This fact, then explains, why t,,,o places in 
'Vestern Iran claim Zoroaster as their own. 
'l'his brings us to the question of localizing the town of Amui, 
lllentioned in our text, as the city of ZOfoaster. The words used in 
1 S. B. E. V. We~t, Ch. XXIV., 15, J usti, p. 58, 1. 7. 2 Spiegel, p. 6. 
3 Quoted by Prof. J ackson, in " Zoroaster the Prophet of I tAn," p. 192. 
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, 
onrhook Oil this point (Zal'tu,ht luin Zak madina, Yebvunt.) are 
similar to those used in the Pahalavi Vendidid about Rae (Zartusht 
min Zak Zinak Yehvunt), the only difference b~ing, that our text nses 
·the word" madina., " i. e., "city," instead of " Zinak, " i. e., " place, " 
in the Vendidad. This very fact of the similarity of the language 
induces us to look for Amui in the province of ancient Ragha or Rae. 
On looking thus, we find in Tabaristan, a place called Amouyeh, which 
according to B. de Meynard,l is the sanle a9 modern Amoul. Edrisi 
places it at the distance of five days' journey from the town of Rae. 
One may be tempted to identify this town of Amui with the Amui 
4S~tIO f of Transoxonia (on the way from Samarcand to Balkh )2, \V hich 
is the same as the Amui of Firdol1si.3 But the above consideration of 
• 
the similarity of the statements of our text and of the Pahlavi 
Vendidad, and of the fact, that Zoroaster's close connection ,vith it is 
t4})ecially referred to, Inakes us look for it in the west in the province 
of Ragba~ 
Again, there is one point which requires an explanation. It is 
that the foundation of this city is attributed to the "Zendak-i-pur-
marg " (the sorcerer full of destruction). This may refer eithel' to 
Ahriman himself 4, or, to an evil-disposed person of Satanic character 
istics. Its foundation is at~ributej to Ahriman, because, this town, 
where Zoroaster's mother lived, was inhabited by persons, who, accord-
ing to the Dinkard,5 were hostile to her. On account of the divine 
pleno.our and glory that appeared on her countenance, they suspected 
her of witchcraft, and persecuted her and her falnily, to such an extent, 
that her father was compelled to send her away to another district 
(Atropatene), where Pourushasp, the father of Zoroaster, lived. There 
sshe was married to Pouri'tshasp, and became the mother of the prophet 
Bagdad.-We have already spoken of this town in the beginning. 
of this paper. 6 
1 Diet. de la Geographie, de la Perse, &0., Table, p. 615. 
2 Ebn Haukal. OusleY':J Oriental Geography, pp. 23P, 242, 275 •. 
s. Mohl. IV.; pp. 29, 75. 
t 
4 In the Pah,llavi '0 Gajast:lk-i-AbAlis, " Ahrim}n is called a Zendic 
Bartholomey's Ed., p. 1. 
6 s. B. E. XLVI!., West's Dinkard, p. 20. 6 Supra" p. 119. 
